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EVALUATION OF THE 198 BASIC SKILLS SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
1.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

In May, 1980, the Board of Education of the Montgomery County Public Schools
adopted a resolution establishing ,a Basic Skills Summer School Program. 'The
purpose of the program was to provide intensive remedial instruction in the
basic skills areas of reading, writing, and mathematics to pupils who scored
very low on national standardized tests. According to the resolution, the
program would, be offered in the elementary schools which were identified as
being in the bottom 10 percent of ITBS achievement in third and/or fifth
grades and in secondary schools whose scores were below the national norm in
Grade 7 and/or 9.

Year one (summer, 1980) of the program provided services to 245 pupils (Grades
K-8) in four schools. While maintaining the same general emphasis and
purpose, the second year (1981) Basic Skills Summer Program was much more
comprehensive in scope and development with greater emphasis on serving upper
elementary and intermediate students. Preliminary indications suggest that
significantly more preprogram planning, coordination, and preparation occurred
than in 1980.

The 1981 evaluation of this program was designed to obtain both formative and
summative data regarding program implementation and efficacy. The intent of'
this evaluation is to provide program ,developers and decision makers with
information which would be useful in

program. Specifically, the questions ch this evaluation was designed to

answer are the following:

1. What were the characteristics of the pupils served by the program in t

terms of race, sex, grade level, and academic--achievement and what
criteria were used in selecting them?

planning and revising the existing

2. How was the program organized and staffed to provide services to

pupils who elected to participate?

3. To what: extent =was the 'in-serrice training effective? Were the
strategies, objectives, and content emphasize0 during in-service
training implemented by teachers?

4. ,What were the perceptions of parents regarding the basic skill needs
of their children and the effectiveness of the program in meeting
those needs? Also, what were the primary reasons cited by parents
for choosing not to take.advantage of the program?

5. What were the short-term and long-term effects of the program on
pupil achievement in reading and mathematics?

E -1
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Ahis report, the first of three, presents data which provide answers to
Question 1-4 of this study. Answers to Question 5 will be presented in two
subsequent reports scheduled for winter (1981) and'spring -(1982).

OyERALL FINDINGS

The data analyzed thus far suggest that, overall, the 1981 Basic Skills
Program was very successful in retaining the positive and exemplary features
of the 1980 program and in correcting many of the deficiencies of the 1980
pilot program in teims of program planning, coordination, and implementation.
However, there are several areas identified by this investigation which
require additional attention in planning for the 1982 Basic §tills Summer
Program.

1. The program was largely successful in identifying a substaaiar number of
pupils meeting the standardized test score criterion of having at least
one achievement test scbre at or below the second stanine and in providing
the program to a popul,ation in need of those services. However,
approximately 24 percent of the pupils in the program for whom data were
available did not satisfy the standardifed test score criterion. Further,
inconsistencies in implementation of.....,the student selection procedures
resulted in pupils in Grade 8 being underrepresented in the program. If

one of the objectives of the program was to.help pupils prepare for the
Maryland Functional Reading Test, this discrepancy represents a very
serious omission.

o Overall, 75 percent of the students participating had been in
Grades 6, 7, and 8 during the 1980-81 school year. This
represents an increase of 15 percent over the 1980 summer
program. However, the proportion of eighth grade pupils in the
program decreased from 24 percent (1980) to 5 percent (1981).
This is largely because some of the middle/junior high schools
did not consider eighth graders to be eligible for participation.

,

o Overall, 76 percent of the pupils in the program for whom data
.

were available had a stanine of 2 or less on at least one Of,the
subtests on-the California Achievement Test or 'the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills; 74 percent scored at or below the second stanine
on one of the reading or mathematics subtests; and .25 percent
scored at or- below the second stani 4 on both a reading and a

I(mathematic,s subtest.1

1These percentages are based on the number of students for whom
were available (379 pupils) on the five subtests reviewed.
2The number of schools does not include schools in the Title I

schools which were unable to identify pupils meeting the program'
for selection.

E -2
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o The number of pupils Participating in the prograth increased by
15 percent from 245 in 1980 to 526 im 1981; the number of
schools sending students increased from 4 to 322; the number e
of staff members (teachers and coordinators) increascd from 16
.to 49.

o The racial composition of prdgram participants shifted from 67
percent minority (1980) to 50 percent minority (1981).

2. Classrooms in the Basic Skills Program provided an instructional
atmosphere consistent with the program as designed.

o Overall staff allocations to the program produced a pupil:teacher
ratio of 13 to 1 and a pupil:total staff ratio of less than 8 tol.

o More than 50 percent of the teachers in the program Teported that
they used direct instruciion (defined as teacher directed,
academically focused instruction) more than 60 percent of the time.

o Instruction was generally provided to pupils in small or large groups
with individual instruction being found about 30 percent of the time.

o The skill areas taught closely matched the skill areas the program
was designed to teach. Reading teachers emphasized comprehension and
functional reading skills. .Mathematics teachers emphasized
computationaL skills and solving word problems.

3. Teachers reported frequent use of all of the teaching strategies presented
in in-service training. However, the results from classroom observations
suggested that few of the teaching and planning strategies were t.led with
any great frequency. Further, centers varied significantly from each
other in the observed use of those strategies.

o Classroom observations indi,oted that, with the exception of the\
thematic approach, the teaching strategies presented in in-service
training were observed in use in less than 40 percent of the
observatiOns performed.' The thematic approach was observed in use in
82 percent of the observations.

o Teachers (88 percent) reported frequent use of higS expectations
behaviors to promote 94-sitive pupil self-concepts. Observer ratings
generally confirmed this report. However, analysis of results from
classroom observations showed significant variations among centers
(p <L,.01) in terms of the extent to which teachers used these
behaviors.

E -3
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o The majority of bupils observed in class exhibited positive on-task
behavior. Analyses revealed a significant positive correlation
between 'the extent to which teachers exhibited positive high
expectation behaviors and, the percentage of pupils in the class who
exhibited positive on-task behaviors.

o Planning strategies suggested by program developers were utilized b4
,teachers.to a relatively high degree.

4. The perceptions of parents concerning the basic skills needs of their
children closely match the subject areas emph'asized by the program. Also,
parents are dptimistic that the program will be beneficial to their
children.

o The majority of the parents of participants and nonparticipants
agreed with the school system's perception that their children needed
speci,A1 help in reading (80 percent) and mathematics (67 percent).

o SeVenty-nine percent of the parents felt the program was beneficial
in- reading and 69 percent felt that it was_ beneficial in
mathematics. These figures represent a 7-18 percent increase over
the 1980 responses.

'The primary reason given for.nonparticipation by parents was that
their children did not need the program (24 percent) and the fact
,that the children were on vacation (21' percent).
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{EVALUATION OF THE 1981 BASIC SKILLS SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

BACKGROUND

In May, 1980, the Board of Education of Montgomery County Public Schools
adopted a resolution establishing a Basic Skills Summer School Program. The
establishment of this program resulted from the .Board's concern about the low
achievement by some of itss pupils on national standardized tests.
Consequently, the purpos,e of the program was to provide intensive instruct-ion
in reading, writing, and mathematics to those Pupils during the summer.

Year 1 of the implementation of tilis program (summer 1980) provided these
services to 245 pupi.ls in four schools. An evaluation of that program was
conducted to provide school system decision makers with information regarding
program organiZation, emphasis, implementation, and effectiveness. Among the
findings from that investigation are the following:

I. There was a lack of coordination and consistency across schools, with
respect to eligibility and selection criteria', diagnostic
instrumentation, instructional procedures, and assessments of student
growth. Because.there existed only minimal external guidance, each
school developed its own gui Ines and procedures in these areas
with varying degrees of succ

9. The progeams suffered from a lack of sufficient time for preprogram
planning and staff/parent/student notification.

3. Staff members identified insufficient preservice training and a lack
of systemwide coordination as two of the major program weaknesses.

4. The schools succeeded in identifying and recruiting students with
substantial basic skills needs.

5. Extra resources were available to provide a situation conducive to
learning.

6. The program's emphasis on 'reading, will'ting, and mathematics matched
those areas perceived by parents as being those in which pupils
needed,the most help.

7. Program participants made significant gains (p. < 05) on 13 (62
percent) of the 21 pre/post tests administered by" various schools in
the program to measure short-term program efficacy. However, due to
a lack of controls on many variables relevant to internal/external
validity, the findings were questionable.

A.
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o The number of schools select a to participate increased from 4 to 32.

o The number of pupils parti ipating increased by more than 200 percent
from 245 to .526.

o The number of staff inccreased rom 16 to 491
A

o Summer school staff (teach s, coordinators, support personnel)'were
provided witth1 training a d preprogram planning time to coordinate
program implementation,- emp ases, and organization.

' 1981 EVALUATION DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The 1981 eValuation of the )3asic 'Skills Summer Program obtifined data on .

overall program implementation and effectiveness. This r1Port provi4es
infOrmation on implementation for use by program developers and decision
makers in planning and 'revising the program. Spec,ifically, this report,, the
first of three on the program, presents data whith address the following
questions:

I. What were the characteristics of the pupils in the ppgram' in terms
of race, sex, grade level, and academic 'achievement? Also., how
consistently wpre the program eligibility criteria applied?

2. HoW was the program organized and staffed' to provide services to
pupils who elected to participate?

3. To what extent. vas the preservice training effective? Were the
instructional and behavioral strategies, objectives, and content
emphasized during training implemented by teachers?

4. What were the perceptions of parents regarding the basic skills needs
of their children and the -effectiveness,of the program in meeting
those needs? Also, what were the major reasons cited by parentS,for
choosing not to participate in the program?

1Staff includes teachers and coordinators (1981 Summer Program:
7 coordinators).

/

42 teachers,
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Subsequent repOrts On the program will provide informition on Ur short-eerm
and long-term effects of the program on pupil achievement in reading and
mathematics. These reports are scheduled for winter (1981) and spring (1982),

) respectively.

Data for this ' report were collected from several sources: classroom
observations, teacher surVey, pareAt-telephone interviews, and pupil record
reviews. ,_Aw _

Classroom observations were conducted each day, with- each centerheing visited.ir

'4011 ,at' least -tWo 'Tdifferent occasions during the Course of she' sumMer
prograve. The observe:dons were perfprmed by expeiienced profesiional
staff, trained in supervision and instruction. The obsetve'is also attended
-all in-serVice training and plAnhing activities.

. ,

The protocol used it the observations was designed to obtain data on general
'classroom organization, pupil behaVior and activities, and extent Of teacher
use of, the behavioral and instructional activities .suggested in in-service
training. One section of Oie observation protocol assessed whether or not'any
dt the,high expectations behaviors shown in the Appendix were observed. A
'scale was devised'which, .for each of the".two, classroom observation intervals,
would yield a score of 0 or 1. Using this Scalt, a teacher would have a score
of 0, or 2 on each behavior for each-oomplete Classroom observation
performed-3. With 11 specific behaviors included in the_ protocol, each
teacher.would haVe a total '."high expectations behavior score".ranging from 0,
if, none .of the behaviors was observed during an obServation, to 22, if eadh
hehavior Was observed .at least once during each time interval of thei
observation. Work samples and other anecdotal. information were also
colaected/recorded during each observation.

Teachers were surveyed ubing a questionnAe which gathered information on a)
descriptions f their classroom organization- for instruction, b) their
perceptions'of the-approOriateness jjf the objectives/strategies presented in
in-service training to, the needs of their pupils, c) the frequency with which
they used information presented .in tin-service training, amd d) their
suggestions concerning Preparation of teachers- for future basic skills
programs.,,

20bset'vations talen the last day of the program were not included in the
analysis because:the activitiea were not generally related td instruction in
the eenter observed.

4

3Zero indicates the behavior was not obserVed. One indicates the behavior
was observed.

(



k .Telephone interviews we,re conducted with a 14 percent random sampie of parentsof Children invited Ao attend the program, stratified byparticipation/nonparticipation. The interview was designed to obtain parents'perceptions about a) the basic .. skills needs of their children, .b) theeffectiveness of- the program in meeting those 'needs, c) other means ofintervention by mcps or themselv40 to improve their children's basic skilts,d) whether they would. attend' a similar prograM next year, and.e) why those who.chose not to participate.made that decision.

i.

PUPIL CHARACTERISTICS

FINDINGS

e
-The primary purpoSe Of the.Basic Skills Summer School Prog'ram was to provide
additional instruction in reading and mathematic& to pupils who scored verylow on national Standardized tests, with the intent-of iTproving.thei skillsin those areas.

4

Approximately 1200 pupils across 32 schools were izientified as eligible for
.the summer spOol program and .therefot=e invited to attend. ..Five hundredtWenty-six pupils (apProximately 44 percent) accepted those intations andattended one 'of the 'seven summer school centers located throughout thecounty. ,This Section of the report presents findings related to the criteriauSed to-invite pupils to participate in the, 1981 Basic Skills Program and also'which desoribe the pupils who elected to participate.4 These findingssuggest thatthe criteria for selectionwere not impleiented uniformly amongthe schools participating in the program. As a resUilt, many Students whomight otherwise hayle been eligible to participate in the program were noprovided the opport0hity to participate. Descriptions of those pupils.will bepresented in the following areas:

o Grade Level (1980-81), Race, Sex

,o Achietment on the California Achievement Test
the Iowa Tests of Basic-Skills (Grades 4, 6, 7)5

A complete breikdown of these characteristics is included in Appendix A.

$MOM

(Grades 5 and '8) or

4 For this' section of the report, students who participated in the programare.defined as any student who .sEtended at least one day.

5The use of the two tests Is due to changes in the national standardizedtest used'in the ,county last year.
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Grade Level,(1980-81), Race, Sex

Original ',tans called for'ihcluding only pupils in Grades 4, '6, and 8 im the
program. However, some _of the elementa.ryv schools invited pupils in Grades
K-6; soMe others invited pupils in Grades 3=5 only . Similarly, in some
middle and juniorOligh schools, pupils in Grades 6 and 7 were invited to
participate,a while in others only pupils in Grades 7 and 8 were considered as
eligible. As a result, the grade levels of pupils.who participated in the
basic skills summer'school program ranged ,from Kindergarten through Grade 8.
A distribq,tion showing the, number of pupils in each grade is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

ProgrqmParticipants By'Grade (Percentage)

a

1 9 3

tt

Grade

5 6 7 8 Special Total

Number 8 9 18 24 41 23 176 196 28 3 526
Percentage (2) (2)' (3) (5) (8) (4) (33) (37) (5) (1)' (100)

As shokun in the table, the majority of pupils (70 percent) participating in
the program were in Grades 6 and 7. Note that only '5 percent of the
participants in the program were 8th graders. It should 'also be noted that
8th graders accounted for less dian 8 percent of all pupils invited to attend
the program. This disproportionately low percentage of 8th grade pupils, both
those who were invited and those who consequently participated in the program,
is a direct result of the-inconsistencies in implementation of the eligibility
criteria. If one of the objectives of the program was to help pupils prepare
for the Maryland Functional Reading Test (administered to 9th grade pupils),
this discrepancy represents a very serious omission.

In comparison to the 1980 basic skills_program, the percentage of 6th graders
in the program increased dramatically from 5 to 33 percent. Conversely, the
percentage of 8th graders declined from 24 to 5 percent.

Large changes were also detected in the racial composition of ,participants in
the 1981 basic skills program when compared to the 19?0 program although it is
not at all clear why such a change .occurred. 4 breakdown of the 1981 summer
school participants by race is presented in Table 2.

-5-



TABLE, 2'

1981 Summer School Participants By Rate (Percentage)

Black Hispanic White Other*

190

(Percentage) (36) (7) (51) , (6)

35 270- 35

*Other races, nationalities, and pupils for whom data were not available.
See Appendix A for a complete.breakdown of race by center.

These data show that program participants consisted of 49 percent minority and
51 percent white. These figures represent a shift in the racial composition
of this population from that of last year's program (1980) 'in which minorities
comprised 67 percent and whites 33 percent. This rate of decline was eve y

spread across all Minority groups including Hispanics and Asians.

A breakdown of participants by sex showed that 298 (57 percent) were male and
228 (43 percent) were female. These results are very similar to those of the
1980 program with only a 4 percent decrease in the percentage of males.

Pupil Achievement on National Standardized Tests

The major criteria for eligibility to participate in the program was a stanine
of 1 or 2 on either of the math or reading subtests on the Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills (ITBS) or the California Achievement Test (CAT). Pupil test records
were reviewed to detefmine the extent to which the program was successful in
recruiting pupils meeting these criteria. Several inconsistencies were
noted. At least one'of the administrative areas included pupils in the third
stanine, as well as pupils scoring in stanines 1 and 2. According to the
analysis of pupil test scores, 76 percent of the pupils served by the, program
for whom test scores were available had a stanine score of two' or below on one
or more of the subtests contained in the California Achievement Test or the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. The following table presents the results of the
analysis for reading and mathematics subtests.



- TABLE 3

The Percentage of 1981 Program Participants.

With Stanines of' 2 or less on CATa or ITBSb Subtests

Grade

One or More
Subtest Scores

of Stanine 1 or 2

Reading or
Mathematics Subtests
Subtest Score of
Stanine 1 or ,.2

Both a Reading
and Mathematics
Subtest Score of
Stanine 1 or 2

4 78 72 19
5 50 38 13
6 74 74 27-
7 80 77 26
8 83 83 26
Overall 76 74 25

Test results for puRils in Grades 5 and 8 are from the CAT.
Test results for pupils in Grades 4, 6, and 7 are from the ITBS.

aCAT - California Achievement TeSt Subtests' 'analyzed include: Reading
Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Mathematics Computation, Mathematics
Concepts and Application, and Reference Skills.

bITBS - Iowa Tests of Basic Skills Subtests analyzed include: Vocabulary,
Reading Comprehension, Mathematics Concepts, Problem Solving, and Reference
Materials.



These data show that, wi,th the exception of pupils in Grade 5, the vast
majority of pupils in the prOgram had stanines of 1 or 2 on at least 1 of the
-subtestg in reading 'or 'mathematict.. It should be, noted, however, that 24

percent'of these Pupils did not have scores at or below the secOnd stanine on,
any of the 5 subtests reViewed.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Program Organizatibn

Staffing

The 1981 Bas c Skills Summer School Program was provided to 526 pupils in 7

centers (2 e entary/5 secondary). Each center was staffed with 2 to 11
teachers, 1 to 4 aides, and a program coordinator. Table 4 shows a complete
breakdown of the distribution of pupils and staff among the seven basic skills
centers.

TABLE 4

Basic 'Skills Summer School Staff Allocations and Pupil

Distributions by Center

Centers Number

of Pupils
Grade

Levels
Number

of Teachers

Number

of Aides
Pupil/Teacher

Ratio

trathmore 3 5 2 5 2 1 18

Weller,Road 89 K - 5 T 4 13
E. Brooke Lee 126 6 - 8 11 4 , 12

Newport 58 6 - 8 '4 2 15
Ridgeview 3 2 6 8 3 1 11
Takoma Park 1 1 5 6 - 8 9

12

13
Julius West 71 6 - 8 6 12.

Overall 526 K - 8 42 18 13
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These data show that staff allocations eo each of the centers produced
pupiL:teacher ratios ranging from 12:1 to 18:1. .Overail the pupil/teacher
ratio was'13 which .is subptantial,ly less than for the regular school program.
'The overall'puPil:staff ratio of 8 for the program is, less than half the
pupil:s tf ratio of 17 for ihe regular school program.6

Age/grade Grouping

Classroom observations revealed that instruction was generally provided in
cross-graded classes containing, on the average, 14 pupils. The extent of the
use of cross-grade grouping was relatively high in that over 70 percent of the
classes observed contained two or more grades. In five of the seven centers,
it was the only mode of class grouping used. In the-two remaining centers,
both. cross-graded grouping and single grade grouping were used.

Classroom observations also show that the most prevalent mode of grouping used
'in providing instruction was large group (88 perOent) followed by sm 1 group
(39 percent) and individual (29 percent) respectively.7 It should be oted
that, the observed use of each of thAe grouping strategies varied
significantly (p.C.05) among the seven summer school centers. For purposes of
this investigation, large group instruction was defined as 6 or more pupils,
small group as 2-5 popils; and individual instruction as 1 to 1.

Program ImplementaCion

Unlike the 1980 Basic Skills Program, teachers in the 1981 Basic Skills Summer
School Program were provided with in7service training workshops prior to the
start of the program. The purpose-of these workshops was to acquaint teachers
with the purpose and focus of the summer school program and to provide them
with program goals, specific teaching strategies, instructional objectives,
and teacher behaviors to meet the educational and self-concept needs of
low-achieving students. (See Appendix B.for the Basic Skills 'Summer School
Program calendar, workshop content, and goals.) Thirty-seven (88 percent) Of
the teachers selected to teach in the program attended the workshop.

4..

The instructional focus of the Basic Skills Summer School Program was on the
use of the problem-solving process and the experience-based thematic approach
in teaching reading and mathematics. The specific teaching strategies
suggested for use included the following:8

o Problem-Solving Process
o Thematic Approaches in Problem Solving and Functional Reading
o Webbing
o Multimode Teaching
o Group Language Experience

6Staff includes teachers, aides, and center coordinators.

7It should be noted that the sum of the percentages exceed 100 percent.
This is due to the fact that in 71 percent of the observations performed
teachers utilized more than one mode for grouping during the class period.

'8See Appendix B for a description of each of these strategies.

-9-
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In addition to program goals and teaching strategies, teachers were made aware
of the implications that their own 'verbal and nonverbal high expectations
behaviors have on the self-concept and achievement of low-achieving students.
Teachers were providedwith a list of behaviors which contained gOamples of
teacher behaviors that convey to students feelings of either high or low

e'xpectations (see Appendix B, p. B-10).

Instructional Strategies

Teacher responses in the survey indicate that the majority of them spent most
of their time providing "direct instruction" to pupils.9 The distribution
of those responses are shown in Table 5 below.

TABLE 5

Percentage of Time Spent Providing Direct Instruction

Percentage of Time

0-20 21-40 51-60 61780 81-100

Percentage of Teachers 10 21 17 26 26

L-The-se data show that 69 percent of the teachers surveyed spent over 40 percent
of their time providing "direct instruction" to pupils. 10 However, these

responses varied significantly among the seven summer school centers
independent of school level or subject taught. This suggests that while
teachers generally spent a major portion 'of their time engaged in direct
instructi!on, teachers in -some centers spent a greater portion of their time
engaged in these activities than teachers in other centers.

When teachers were asked to what extent they felt the teaching strategies
suggested for use in in-service trainin were effective, over 97 percent of
them responded they were "somewhat effect e" or,"very effective." While not
varying significantly, 89 percent of the, eçlementary chool teachers perceived
the strategies as "very effective" conpred to rly 48 percent of the
secondary school teachers.

To determine the extent to which the suggested teaching strategies were used,
teachers were asked to indicate how frequently they used each of them. Their
responses are shown in Table 6.

9Direct instruction is defined to mean academically focused,
teacher-directed instruction toward specific goals.

10We do not know how this figure might compare with teaching practices in
other settings or at other times as appropriate comparison data are not
available. The figure obtained in this study can be used as a baseline
against which to assess practices in the future.
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TABLE 6

Percentage of Teachers Reporting Use of Each
of the Suggested Teaching Strategies .

Frequency oi Use
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4. crl ..,.Teaching Strategies =

Problem Solving as an Organizing Vehicle 61 29 10
Problem Solving as a Teaching Strategy 71 22 7

Multimode as a Teaching Strategy 56 32 12
Group Language Experience 37 32 32
Thematic, Units 93 7 0
Webbing To Plan Instruction 54 32 15
Webbing To Teach Pupils 44 , 37 20

More than 68 percent of the teachers surveyed reported that the strategies
provided during inservice training were used at least. sometimes.
For five of the seven strategies surveyed, the majority of teachers reported

ithat they used them frequently, It is especially notable that all teachers
'reported using the theMatic approach in teaching at least sometimes, with 93
percent indicating that it was used frequently..

According to the data the least used strategy was the "Group Language
Experience" approach to teaching. However, this is an approach designed
specifically for the teaching of reading in the lower elementary grades. When
analyzed by school level, 89 percent of the teachers in the elementary centers
reported that they used it at least sometimes.

Classroom observations of instructional strategies tended to confirm only
partially the findings obtained from the teacher survey. The results of those
observations are shown below.

TABLE 7

Obsel-ved Use of Instructional Strategies Suggested in
InService Training Workshops

Strategies

7) >, W ,-.1 7)
0.1 r-i E 0 0.)

P O H
W W 0 WZ m
O 0 1-1 0

Problem Solving 12 23 65
Multimode 18 18 63
Webbing 6 18 76
Group Language Experience 13 24 62
Thematic Approach 59 23 18

Figures represenlk percentage of total abgervations (82).

11 i)
4,0
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As previcAlsly indicated in teacher responses, the "Thematic Approach" inteaching was ajso the strategy most frequently observed 'in use by teachers inthe summer school program. However, with the above exception, these datasuggest that overall the extent to which each of the other strategies,wasobserved in use was far lower than the frequency of use reported by theteacher survey.

V
Several hypotheses pay account for the apparent incongruence between thereported use arrd the observed Use of each of the teaching strategies. Theyare 'a§ follows:

.

o Many of the teachers did \not, in fact, make extensive use of thestrategies presented in pres'ervice tjraining.
o Limited observations may have led to underestimates of ,the use ofvarious strategies.
o Teacher report's, which were makde retrospectively, may reflect anintent or a preference for each cif\ the strategies rather than actualuse.

Finally, analysis of the observation data revealed fhat the use of many ofthese strategies varied significantly among centers, subjects, and/or schoollevels (see Table 8).

TABLE 8

Results From Chi-Square Analysis of the Observed Use of Specific TeachingStrategies by Center, Subject, and School Level

Center

Category of Analysis

Subject' School Level

Problem Solving
Multimode
Webbing

Group Lang. Exp.
Thematic Approach

22.9*,

35.0***
14.7

12.9
14.9

6.6

2.4

9.5*
15.0***
2.0

5.4

7.6*
'0.3

5.1

Figures shown are Chi-Square Values.
Levels of Significance.
* p 4.05
** p<.01
,'-dcicp 4 .001
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Specifically, these results suggest the following conclusions:

o The extent to which teachers in each of the s,ummer school centers
were observed using 'problem ,solving, and ,multimode .as teaching
strategies varied significantly (p<.05 and (.001, respectively)
between centers.

Teachers in reading classes were more frequently observed using
Webbing and the Group Language Experience Approach than teachers in
mathematic classes. The difference obtained between subjects in the
case of the Group Language Experience Approach was expected because
it is an approach germane to reading/language.

),

Teachers in elementary centers were observed using Webbing as a

teaching strategy more frequently than teachers in secondary centers.

Teacher Expectations Behavior

According 'to teacher responses in the Basic Skills Summer School Workshop
Evaluation conducted by program developers and also in the teacher surVey, one
of, the most valuable and most frequently used topics presented in the

in-service training workshop was the list of behaviors which conveyed high or
low teacher expectations (see Appendix B). This section of the report
presents data which identify" the extent to which those behaviors were
exhibited by teachers and their relationship to observed pupil behaviors.11

When asked how frequently they used techniques'for promoting positive; high
expectations of pupils, 88 percent of the teachers answered "frequently"; the
remaining 12- percent answered "sometimes." Results from classroom
observations tend to support these responsesj. When total high expectations
scores were computed for each classroom obse vation and analyzed, the scores
ranged from 1 (minimum of 0) to 22 (maxi um). The mean score for the
distribution was 14.24tS.D. 4.7) and the median score was 15.1.- This suggests
that, to a relatively high degree, the majority of teachers in the program
exhibitedAe high expectations behaviors presented to them in the in-service
training. However, it should also be noted that almost one quarter of the'

teachers obtained scores of 11 or less. This indicates that these teachers
did not display these behaviors extensively during the observations.12

11Subsequent to the completion of posttesting, this evaluation will examine
the relationship between teacher/pupil behaviors and pupilt academic
achieveri4nt.

12 In interpreting these scores, the reader is cautioned that due to the
uniqueness of this scale to this evaluation there is no external benchmark
against which to eompare these scores. However, these scores may serve as a
benchmark for future studies of this program.



O
Total scores were analyzed by centers, subject, school level, and over time.
The following, table displays 'the mean "teacher high expectations behaviors
score" computed for each of the summer.school centers.

TABtE 9

Mean Teacher High Expectations Scores
By Center

Center
A B. C D E F C Overall

Mean Scone -17.3 13.7 15.0 ,15.4 1,5..3. 7.4 14.0 14.2

S.D. (2.8) (4.9) (3.4) (5.8) (3.9) . (5.2 ) (3.3) (4.7)

11;

Total scores were found to vary signi,ficantly, between centers beyond the .01

level of significance when analyzed using Analysis of Variance. This is an
indication that centers differed significantly in terms of the extent to which
the teachers in those centers exhibited high expections behaviors. No

significant variation 'was detected aniOng total scores when analyzed by

,subject, school level, or time intervals.
AO



J.

Pupil Behavior

Concurrent with the observations of'teacher behaviors, behaviors of pupils in
those classes were also obServed and recorded. The design of the observation
protocol was such that separate scale's represeneing positive and negative
behavior could be computed for -each'observation. This scale represents the
proportion of pupils in a class who were observed exhibiting,behaviors which
could clearly be categorized as positive or negative. The distribution of
otal positive and negative hehavior'scorea attained are displayed in Table 10.

TABLE 10

Distribution of Mean Total, Positive, and Negative Behavior Scores
By Center for Pupils

Center

A B C D E F C Overall

Positive 3.5 3.0 2.9 3.0 2.1 2.6 2.9

Negative 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.6 1.1 1.2

Scale

1

2

3:1

4.

Interpretation
.0-25 percent of the class
26-50 percent of the class
51-75 percent of the class
76-100 percent of the class



The ddata displayed in the table above suggests that, overall and within each
.center, the proportion of puplls exhibiting positisye behaviors is More than
double that of pupils, exhibiting negative behaviors. This suggests that, froM
an overall perspective, the classroom atmosphere was Ael in which the majority
of pupils were actively involved in productive positive activities.13

When these scores were analyzed by center, school level, subject, and time

signifidant variation was found .to exist between centers and between school
levels. Variations between centers. were significant beyond the .601 level of
significance and between school levels beyond the .05 kevl of significance

Ausing Ana).ysis of Variance.

Further-analysis of the data reveals a high positive cArrelation (significant
p.4.001) between teacher high-expectation scores and pupil positive behavior
scores). These analyses als,o revealed a high negative correlatioe
(significant p 41:.001) between teacher high expectation scores and pupil
negative behavidr scores. These findings suggest that when teachers-exhibited
high expectations behaviors pupils behaved better in class.

Course Objectives

Teachers in 01-e .Basic Skills Summer School Program were provided with a very
specific set of'objectives in reading and mathematics (see Appendix B): They
were also provided with lists of various materials which could be used to
enhance the teaching of those 'objectives. This section of the repoTS..cont
teacher survey responses d classrow,obsprvation results pertinent a) the

appropriateness of the objcties, bYthe extent to whi,Fh both the objectives
(contentiP and Materials ere emphasized or otherwise used, and c) the

adequancy of materCals.

Teacher responses to the question concerning the appropriateness of the

Amathematics and/or reading jbjectives for the eeds of pupils in their classest
suggest a good match betwee thosek objectives nd the teacher's petception,s of
the needs of their pupils. The results of those responses are shown below in
Table 11.

I

TABLE 11 .

Percentage of Teachers 141-lo Perceived the Mathematics and

Reading Objectives as Appropriate to Pupil Learning Needs by Subject Area
e

Mathematics Reading
Very Appropriate 66 70
Somewhat Appropriate 34 30

Not Appropriate At All 0 0

13As stated earlier with regard to high expectations ,behavior, this
int rpretation is,subjective based on the author's experience and.will bebused
as a hmark against which to eValuate dat,a collected in the future.

16
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A.

r
No signficant relationships, were 'obServed with regard to these items between
centers, school leVels, or subjects.

Content a LI

The results from classroom observations of content emphasized by teachers were
analyzed by the major subject areas presented in the program. 14 Tables 12
a. and 12 b. present data from the observatiOns of reading and mathem'atics
instruction.

A TABLE 12.a

Content Emphasized in Basic Skills Reading/Language Arts Classes

_ Contest Areas
Perceniage of Observations

,Observed Not Observed
o Functional Readinga 74' 26

Following DireCtions 51 49
"Locating References 23 77
Gaining Information 40 51
Understanding Forms '10 90

o Comprehension Skillsb 85 15
Vocabulary 74 26
Main Idea 49 51

t
Sequence of Events , 33 67
.Prediction 38 62

,Cortext Clues -59 41
W itten Language 28 72

aThe figures shown for Functional Reading reflect the percentage of times at
least one of the four specific areas immediatgly following it ,was observed
being taught.
bThe figures shown for Comprehension Skills ieflect the percentage of times,
at least one of the four specific' areas immediately following it was observed
being taught.

14Analysis of classroom observations show that of the 82 observations made%
39. (48 percent) were of reading classes; 32 (3,9. percent) were of mathematics
classes; and 12 (13 percent) were of reading and mathematics classes combined.



These data show that functionpl reading and Comprehension skills were highly
emphasized -in the Basic Skills Summer School Program reading/language arts
classes, followed by the upe of context titles and written language. In terms
'of .the. specific areas within Functional Reading, considerable emphasis was
placed on following directions and gaining information with less atitention to
locating references and understandiing forms. InstrUction in comprehension
skills empliasized Vocabulary more so than either ain ideas--; .sequence of

events,.or predictions.
' tau

TABLE 12.b

Content Emphasized in Basic Skills Mathematics Classes

Content Areas
ercentage of Observations

Jbserved Not ObserNed
-Addition

.

22

Subtraction 31
Y

Multiplication 59 41

Division -, 1604, 50 50
Mone3i

. 28 72

Time/Temperature ,...

3 97
Area and Volume .12 88 ,

Statiatical Graphs , 22 78

Fractions , 22 78
Problem Solving (wor4roblems) 59 41

Length/Weight/Mass 6 , 94 ,

'As shown in the table, teachers in mathematics c4asses emphasized
computational skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
It is also noted that tonsiderable emphasis Was placed on solving word
problems: ,liery'little,emphasis appears to have been placed,on measurement in
terms of time/temperit6re or length/weight/mass.

Materials
-%

Analysis of teacher responses to adequacy of instruitional materials' shows
that:60 percent of, the teachers perceived them ,as "4equate," 29 percent as
"somewhat adequate," and 12 percent as "not adequate at all." When asked to
indicate the frequency with which they used the materials suggested in 'the
workshop, 34 percentresponded "frequently," 44 percent responded "sometimes,"
and 22 pertent responded "never.:

Data resulting from classroom observations reveal that teachers relied heavily
on the use of dittos, charts,..games, manipulations, and visual materials with
very little use of basic textbooks, basal books, or workbooks (14% combined).
Results also show that over 66 pertent of all materials observed in use were
either teacher-made 'or pupil-made. This finding suggests that, to a

considerable degree, commerical materials either Were not available/obtainable
or were not satisfactory_.

-18-



Planning

One of the program goals presented to teachers in in-service training was that
teachers plan for student,.needs in p;irs or in teams to integrate mathematics
and reading/language skills within thematic units. To assess the extent to
whiqh this goal was attained, teachers were_ observed during their planning
time for instruction. In 94 perdent of the sessions observed, teachars
planned in teams or in pairs; in only 6 percent (1 session) of the sessions
observed, individual teachers planned, alone. Teachers were observed in 80
percent of the sessions, to be using weekly thematic units to plan math and
reading instruction. These findings suggest that to a relatively' high degree
.the planning strategies proposed by program developers were:used.

PARENT PERCEPTIONS OF PUPIL BASIC SKILL NEEDS AND PROGRAM BEkEFITS'

Parents of children who participated in the 1981 Ba§ic Skills Summer School
Program and .parents of children wird,were invited to attend the program but
chose not to do so were surveyed to obtain their perceptions in the'following
areas:

The basic skills subjects in which tiley perceived their children as
needing additional help

o Other means of intervention vhich they or MCPS had used preyiously to
increase thair children's basic skills achiavement I

o The impact of the summer school program on their children's reading
'and mathematics achievement, as well as the childrenrS feelings about
;the programs (participants pnly)

o Their interest in having their children participate in a similar
prograM in the future

0. The reasons for not participating in the Basic Skills Summer School:
Program (nonparticipants only)

.Parent Perceptions of Basic Skills Needs

Parents were asked if they felt their children as needing help in reading or
mathematics. The responses to that question are sham in Table 13.



TABLE 13

The Percentage of Parents Perceiving Their Children as ,

Needing Special Help in Readingtor.Mathematics

Parents of.

Participants

Reading

Mathematics

Parents of
Nonparticipants Overall

89 TO 80

76., 58 67

As shown in the table, 89 percent of the parents of participants felt their
children needed help -in reading, Compared to 70 percent of the,parents of
ftonparticIpants. While, the: peTcentage 'Of, parents responding ,to the same
luestion in mathematics wat not as high as for reading, the trend remained the
§ame, with 76 percent of the parents of participants responding that their
children needed special help, compared to 58 percent of the parents of
nonparticipants. Analysis (chisquare) revealed that the difference between
parents of participants and parents of nonparticipants were statistically'
significant (p..1..01.in reading, p4t.05,in mathematics).



Other Means of Intervention Used To Enhance Pupil Basic Skills Achievement

Parents'were also surveyed xegarding additional assi.stance that ,their children
,

might haye received in basic skills Included were questions regarding
additional or other regularly 'scheduled activities this summer related tp
school work, previous tutorial assistince, and pr6vious help frdm the sthool
system.

Parents of participants were asked if_ their children participated, in any
regularly scheduled actiVities related to school work other than the.: basic
skills program. Only 2 percent of the parents surveyed indicated that their
children did pacticipatein additional activities ,related--to school work.
This additionaL work W4s identified as .assistance from a relative, field
trips, or tutorial help.

Parent\of nonparticipants were asked whether their children received any help
in reading or mathematics during the summer. Less than 4 percent of them,
responded ,:affirmat,ively. The most commonly listed response was help in
reading from parents.

When -asked -whether or not their children had receive4 prior help from 'the
school system in reading and in mathematics, the majority answered "yes" to,
the reading question but "no" to the question of mathema,tics. In each case
the differences between parents of participants .4nd nonparticipants were
statistically significant (p<1.05 in mathematics lnd pc-Z.01 in reading).
Parents of nonparticipants more frequently acknowledged that -their thildren
had received special help from the school system in both' reading and
mathematics than parents of participants. The percentage ,of parents
responding "yes" to these questions is'shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14

,Percentage of Parents Saying That Their Children Had Received
Special Help in Reading and Mathematics

Participants Nonparticipants Overall

Reading 57 81 68

Mathematics 27 51 37

Reading 'Chi Square p44.01

Mathematics Chi Square p4C.05
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In reading, parents in both groups naMed the reading resource teacher or a
special program as the primary form of special help for'thp4whildren. The

resource_teacher, special classes, and the classroom teacher were the primary
sources, for spec,ial help in mathematics identified by both groups of patents.

When these data%were a/naIyzed,separately for parents who felt that their

children needed -speciai help, some additional 'differences emerged between

participants and nonparticipants. A, larger proportion of the parents of
vb. nonparticipants reporte& that special help had previously been .received.

Specifically, in reading -'95 ptrcene of the parents of 'nonparticipants

acknowledged that the MCPS had previously provided special help in reading

compare tp only 63 percent of the parents of participants,. In mathematics,
71 perc nt of the parents of nonparticipants said they had teceived prvious
help co pared to only 33 Percent of the parents of pareicipants. The form in
which the special help was Provitfeil--was the same as fpr the overall-sample.

In terms of previous participaO.on in summer school programs, 39 percent of
the parents of participants indicated-,that their children had attended. summer
school before this year. Approximate,ly ,53 percent of those said their

children had previously attended the regular summer school program, and 30
percent said thtir children attended last year's Basic SkillS Summer SchOol
Program. Forty-five percent of the patents of nonparticipants stated that

their ,children had previously attended summer school; 64 percent, regular

summer school; and 22 percenclast year's Basic Skills Summer School

Program. In the case .of both the program participants :and, the .program
nonparticipants who had previously attended summer school, over 80 percent had
done o within the past 3 years.

In response to whetherlfor not their children had ever been'tutOred qutside of
schoOl, only 13 percent of all parents responded affirmatively. While not'

differing significantly, the majority of those who had received outside
tutorial assistance were nonparticipants in the program.

Parent Perceptions About Program Impact:,

Parents of participants in the summer schdol program were asked whether or not
the program helped their childten in irFading and mathematics. Seventy-nine
percent responded that the program helped in reading, and 69 percent responded
that the program helped in mathematics. Thirteen percent and 19 percent felt
that the program did not help in reading and mathematics, respectively. Six

to 8 percent responded that they did not know at this 'time.

In terms of the parents' perceptions of how their 'children felt about the

Basic Skills Summer School Program, 80 percent responded that their children
had positve feelings about the program, 7 percent responded that the children
expressed no feelings about the program, and 12 percent indicated that their
children had negative feelings' about the program. However, when ask40 if

their feelings were better or worse 'than their feelings about the regular
school program, 39 percent indicated "better" and 48 percent indicated

"worse." The primary reasons given by parents whose children felt better
about the summer program than the regular school program were they enjoyed the
classwork (23 percent), they liked the smaller classes (16 percent), and the
program was more fun and more relaxed (16 percent). The primary reasons given
by the parents of those who felt worse about the summer program were the

program was too easy (12 ercent) and they resented having to attend (9

pet-bent).
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Nonparticipation

More'lhan 50 percent of the pupils who were invited to attend the Basic Skins
Summer School Program chose not to do so. Parents of those children were
queried as to why they chose not to send tflem. The reasons most frequently
cited by parents as to why their children did not attend are shoWn 15.

TABLE 15

Reasons for Nonparticipation

Reasons Cited

,

Percentage
of Parents

1
Pupil on vacation

Puprl did not want to attend

21

12

Pupil did not need the program 24

Pupil s-cheduled for other nonacademic"activities 7

Pupil had private tutor/attended another program 7

sFam4y moving out of ttre area'
7

'Sent the AcceOtance forM back too'ldte 8

Other
14

These data suggest that the primary reasons for nonparticipation were pupils
were on vacation (21 percent); 'pupils did not want to attend the program (12
percent); andparents did-not think pupil's ne.,eded a pfogram 'of this type (24
percent). The reasons cited by parents as,to why they felt their chilren did
not need the program included pupils' scoring high on the pretest instruments,
pupils' grades in clasi were good, pupils' lack of motivation, and pupils'
poor testtaking skills. It is alsod interesting to :note that § percent of
these parents indicated that their 'children did not. attend "because the
acceptance forms were returned to the schools too late. This figure
translates to an additional 54 pupils who might',have participated in the
program.

Participation in Next Cear's Program

Parents of both participants and nonparticipants were asked whether they would
send their children to the Ba;ic Skills Summer School Program if a similar
program were offered next summer (1982). The responses to that question are
shown in Table 16.



44.

TABLE 16

-
Percentage of Parents Indicating That They Would Allow

Their Children To Attend',
A Similar Program Next Summer (1982)

Parents of Parents 'Of

Nonparticipants OverallResponses Participants

Yes

No

-
81 53 67

19 47

Chi Square Analysis p e--0001

11

Differences in responses by participlts an rtonparticipants were significant
(p.4.001),. with a ,greater'proportion of th parents Of participants in thes'

program indica4ng that they would wantth ir children, to participate in_a
similar program next year. Overall, 67 percent of the parents indicated,that
they would send the children next year. This percentage is slightly less than ,

the percentage of parents in the 1981 Basic Skills Evaluation wbo-said that
they would send their children to this year's program.

\

620.3

I '
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APPENDIX A

BREAKDOWN OF PUPIL DESCRIPTIVE DATA BY SUMMER SCHOOL CENTER
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TABLE A-1

Summer School Participants by Grade
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TABLE A-2

Number of Summer School Qarticipantsiby Race

Ra-ce

Center

Black

Hispanic

White'

Other/
Missing Data

Total

17

1

15

-9
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16

7

54

a*
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4
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1981 BASIC SKILLS SPIZER SCHOOL -CALENDAR AND WORKSHOP CONTENT



May 19-20

'Summer Basic Skills Program
CALENDAR

Two-Day Workshop for Teachers, Area StAf, and Summer
'School Administrator's.(tuckerman Center)

.14

July 1 Planning - Individual

Summer School Centers

July 2 Planning - Group
Richard Montgomery High School

July 6 Planni,ng - Individual

Summer School Centers

July, 7 August 3

July 7, 9..13, ,

14, 16, 20,
21,"f23, 27,,

. 28, 30

Summer School

20'4'-hour days (a.m.)

4-hour Planning and Evaluation (p.m.)

August 3 4-houi. Planning and Evaluaiion'(p.m.)

August 4 Final,Wrap-up (a.m.)

4 hours

B-2
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PROGRAM GOALS

BASIC SKILLS SUMMER SCHOOL 1981

K75, 6-8

t

1. Students zwill be age to apply problem-soiving processes to demonstrate
the appilixation t_o . apecificalty, identified basic skills in
.reading/ranguage ar:ts and mathemati-es.

' 2. Students will partiolipate in experiences which will enhance, their
self-conCepts for 14arning through demonstrated success with the
application of basic skills. .

3. Teachers will reflect positive expectations ,to support achievement for
low-achieving students.

4. Teachers will use problem solving oas an Organizing vehicle for the direct
teaching of basic skills in mathematics knd reading/language arts.

I.

5. Teachers will use specific teaching strategies to maximize student
involvement and success.

6. Teachers will .plan for specific, stUdent needs in pairs and teams to
integrate mathematics and reading/language Skills within weekly thematic
units.

INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

.An Experience-Based Thematic Approach Matched to'Students

READING/LANGUAGE ARTS

Oral Language/Vocabulary Development
Functional Reading
Comprehansion and Decoding

Functional Reading
Oral Vocabulary

Assessments

B-3

Needs

MATHEMATICS
Place Value: DF, ARITH, CF
Estimation and Rounding
Statistical Graphs/Time/Temp.

Math Objectives Above
and Money



Instructio'nal Strategies

I. Prdblem§olving Process

. l

The problemsolving prOcess is an organized me6lod used to find solutions

to a etY of problem types. The process includes for major steps: (1)

underste ding the problem, (2) planning the solution, (3) solving the

problem': aszt (4) revieWing the plan and, the solution. This st.rategy not
ohly pt=ovides for specific intruction at each step of the process but
also, at the same time, e'mphasizes'relationshiPs among the steps.

A Problemsolving Prdcess
Example

A Sample Lesson Plan Showing How Work on a ,Specific Skill
Can 'Be Incorporated into the Holistic ApProach

LesS-On Objective: Work on the skill, determinidg what is being
problems

Grouping:

Materials:

Procedure:

I.

Each math grc1up
1

Chart paper, market, worksheets
+4,

Work through the problemsolving process, as an entire group

asked in

Understanding the ProbleM
TASK: Share problems with the group. Discuss the language used

to ask the.questions in the problems. wreat, kinds of words
ask questions? What do these question words want us to do?

Planning the Solution
TASK:' Group work together on worksheets to find the part of each

problem that is asking the question.

III. Solving the Problem
TASK:

IV. Reviewing
,TASK:

Underline the part of eacti problem that is asking the
question on the worksheet.

the Plan and Solution
Discuss the specific language that was used to ask
questions on the worksheet. I Generate some group problems
and record them on the chart paper. Underline the
questions. Use some of the underlirred questlons to develop
new problems. Record these on chart paper.

B-4
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'2. Thematic Approach

A thematic approach to instruction unifies de content and, objectives of
segments of work through an ongoing, overall theme, e.v., sports, animals,
or nutrition. Topics, such as these are used as a pivotal center around
which the needed skills, concepts, and content are organized.

Example

Theme: Sports
Specific Activity% Bowling

1. Vocabulary Development
a. Bowling Terms
b. Map Terms

v,

o
2. Functional Reading

a. GAillkg Information
(Bowlingihrules)

b. Using References
(Graph's)

c. Following Directions
(How to Bowl; Route to
Bowling Alley)

3. Mathematics 4. Problem Solving
a. Scope & Sequence a. Team Formation

AD, SU, MU, DI, ER, b. Organization for Bowling
TT, SG, PS Trip

3. Webbing

Webbing is a strategy used for organizing/presenting ideas to show
relationships. The webbing proCess provides a variety of diagrammed
designs which can be adapted to various subject areas,and concepts.

Example

Strategy: Webbing

Purpose: To show realtionships of ideas
To show a way of organizing ideas

Reading or listening to discourse, viewing films and
filmstrips, personal exPerience or knowledge

Procedure: 1. Begin with idea or topic.
2. Write concept associated with idea or topic on a

spoke.
3. Give example, of the relationship of the topic and

concept in an outer circle.
4. Continue process' until relationships are

exhausted.

,fty
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4

Multimode is a.teaching st ategy which fosters group interaction. This

approach requires students t listen, think, share, and do. As can be
seen in the example cited beloV', mdltimode and problemsolving strategies-
dovetail,extrémely well and complement each other.

Example

Group Instruction Technique
Multimode ApproaCh

ORGANIZATION: Group and Buddies
MATERIALS: None

PURPOSE: When working on the problem process, students need to
listen, think, share, and do. This is called a

Multimode Approach to group interaction.
PROCEDURE: Divide the instructional group into buddies. Work

- ,

through each step of,the problemsolving process using
the suggested routine and sequence.

ProblemSolving Process Steps 1 and 2: Understanding the Problem and planning
the Solution

LISTEN: (individuals) Listen-to the Problem being asked.
:THINK: (individuals) Think over the problem to yourself. Ask

yourself the kinds of questions that better help you' to
understand the problem.. take time to really get an

understanding of the question in your mind.
PAIR AND COMPARE.: (buddies) Share your thoughts about the problem with your

buddy. . Help one another get a good handle on understanding
the problem.

PLAN: (buddies) Plan a solution -for the problem with your
buddy. Develop a solution' plan and Sequence that is

reasonable and comfortable
SHARE: (grodp) Buddies share their thinking and planning,with the

group. A recorder should keep track of the different plans.

Problem Solving Process Step. 3: Solving the Problem
WORK TOGETHER: (buddies) Buddies should follow through their solution plsn

anA sequence together. Keep track of 'the progress.

Correctly label your solution. Check youryork.

Problem Solving Process Step 4: Reviewing the Plan and the Solution

REVIEW: (buddies) Review e strategies and seps taken during the
solution step. B ready to share these with the group.

EVALUATE: (buddies) Eval ate the accurateness and reasonableness of
the solution. id you check your work!

SHARE:. (group) Buddies share their solutions and introspections.
Discuss the results.

EXTEND: (group) Extend the problem to create variations,

applications, or new problems.
L. Tannhauser
MCPS 1981



5. Group Language Experience

Group janguage experience is used, to improve students! oral language
skills. The focus is on expanding and enriching these skills through the
use of dictation, yord recognition/ word anaiysis, comprehension, and vord
,bank activities. The example below is a lesson plan involving dictation.

Example:'

MCPS: ISR/LA
DRAFT
Sample Instruction:
Plan
10/27/78
Language Experiente

General Five-Day Experience Story Lesson Plan:-,

DAY I EXPERIENCE/DICTATION

A. Preparation for dictation
1. Teacher may use one of the following:

a. Student's individual experience (the place student visited,-

the actirity in which student participated, etc..)
b. Group experience, (class "project, field trip, assembly

program, etc.)
c. Picture stimulus
d. Teacher read.material (trade book or content material).

,2. -Discussion of experience focusing on expanding and enriching
oral language,skills,

Recording of dictation.
1., Teacher accepts student's contributions as given:
2; Teacher asks prompting questions, if necessary.

C. "Oral reading.of story by teacher.
D. Oral rereading of story by group with teacher assistance if necepsary.
E. Individual's rereading

(Individual student's contribution or entire story).*
F. Word finding activity

Teacher asks student to identify individual mords in story.
Example: 1. Ca you find the word window?

2. C n you find it somewhuw else in th4 story? Show us.
3. What is this word? (Teacher points io word in story.),

G. Group.. stories can be duplicated for ,eath studekpt_ and put in a
composj.tion book. Individual words can be written or typed of a
worksheet in. scrambleci' order to be ddplicated and used later in the
week.

Individual stories -can be recorded directly in composition book.
Word cards flit- word bank tan be made individually by tescher of
student later. in the week.
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OBJECTIVES FOR READING/LANGUAGE ARTS
Basic Skills Summer School 1981

COMPREHENSION

1. Students will indicate-getting, characteristics,
dialogue, cohfilict, and resolution in literature
,selections. Otudents' indications will be dig-
played using webs.

2. Student will uge loate skills to \support accurate
recall of informati and,a rationale for their
question response.

3. Students will identify im14ortant ideas and the sequence
of events,and predict outcomes. Student identification
will utilize data display techniques.

CONTEXT CLUES
4. Students will state a word that fits the context given.an

uncommon wbrd or phrase with content clues to its meaning.

5. Students will compare their word to the work in the text.

ResOurce

MCPS:ISRLA 3/79
Draft Strands
of Objectives
in Narr..Forms

Minipage on
Recall/Locate

o Minipage on

important ideas
o Webs/ on
sequewe
o R/LA ob-
jective in
predictions

6. Students will indicate the context clues of a word or phrase.

7. Students will indicate the context in which the student has heard
an important content*word.

FUNCTIONAL READING

Students will be able to apply functional reading skills for:
8. Following_directions

9. Locating references

10. Gaining information'

11. Understanding forms

CRAL LANGUAGE/VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

12. Students will use adaptations of the language experience
techniques to support the manipulation of words, into
phrases, into sentences, and into paragraphs

13. Students will be able to identify and use the
vocabulary within each thematic unit in the problem-
solving process.

MSDE Project
Basic:Basic,
Skills: Ful,c---

tional Reading
Functional
Reading

Notebook, 1981.

Adapt K-2 R/LA
. Objectives in
LEA
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SUMMER SCHOOL - BASIC SKILLS - MATH

1. Math categories to be emphasized during summer school:

/Problem Sol vi ng
1

1 Estimation and Rounding

1 Statistical Graphs

Place Value Time
1

decimal metric whole
fractions system numbers

Money length l*subtraction
1

weight/mass 1*division
1

capacity 1*multiplication ARITH 1

temperature

2. Suggested resources:

- -ARITH

-ISM computer assesssment/aide
--hand calculators

--functional math.print materials (NO tests)
,(i.e., Handy Math series from Creative Publications - menus

catalogs
daily papers, etc.

--math manipulatives

(i.e.; metric tools, money, clocks, decimal models, etc.)
--multiple choice response sheets for test-wiseness practice
--mathgames
,--folders for each -student
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USE OF TIME

GOAL-STATING,
SUMMARIZING

INpUT

TYPE OF QUESTIONS

WAIT TIME,

PURSUING QUESTIONS

ENCOURAGING
STUDENTS TO EXPRESS
CONFUSION

FEEDBACK

NONVERBALS

6203A

TEACHER BEHAVIORS WHICH CONVEY HIGH AND
LOW EXPECTATIONS

TEACHER BEHAVIORS
THAT CONVEY
HIGH EXPECTATIONS

-Start on Time
..,Few interruptions

- Demand that students

be on ta
- Specif

time Yimits
challenging

Goal-statements:
frequent
clear
specific
challenO.ng

5ummaries: frequent

Lots of input
High proportion of new
material

Chan' ging work.

More questions
More higher-order

questions

Wait 3-6 seconds
after a question

Pursue if answer if
wrong or incomplete

Set climate where

students aren't
afraid to ask

Give students a clear
sense of what they
are supposed to be
learning

Frequent
Immediate
Differentiated
Specific

Facial expression
Eye contact
Use of names

TEACHER BEHAVIORS

THAT CONVEY.
LOW EXPECTATIONS

-Start_late, And early
-Many interruptioOs
-Allow students to'be
off tasks
-Open-ended time limits

Goal-statements:
infrequent
unclear -

general
unenthusiastic

Summaries: infrequent

Little, input 4,

*Little new materia
much review

Easy work

Few questions

Rote questions

Wait under 1 second

Move on if answer is
wrong or incomplete

Climate where students

are afraid of looking
stupid

No clear sense of what
they are supposed to
be learping

Infrequent
Delayed
Undifferentiated
Vague

Dull or negative

expression
Little eye contact
Limited action zone


